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A brilliant and poetic exploration of the way that we experience time in our everyday lives.Why
does time seem so short? How does women's time differ from men's? Why does time seem to
move slowly in the countryside and quickly in cities? How do different cultures around the world
see time? In A Sideways Look at Time, Jay Griffiths takes readers on an extraordinary tour of
time as we have never seen it before.With this dazzling and defiant work, Griffiths introduces us
to dimensions of time that are largely forgotten in our modern lives. She presents an infectious
argument for other, more magical times, the diverse cycles of nature, of folktale or carnival, when
time is unlimited and on our side. This is a book for those who suspect that there's more to time
than clocks.Irresistible and provocative, A Sideways Look at Time could change the way we view
time-forever.
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playful, intensely female book. Griffiths argues that through their monthly menstruation cycles,
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time.With this book, Griffiths may just have beaten the clock. Passionately written and cogently
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and exhilarating polemic. Enormously intelligent, fresh and innovative, this is a book unlike any
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exhilarating book.”—SYDNEY MORNING HERALD“Both revolutionary and a real pleasure to
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Hudson StreetNew York, NY 10014First trade paperback edition 2004Copyright © 1999, 2004
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time / by Jay Griffiths.p. cm.Originally published under the title: Pip pip.INTRODUCTIONIf, on the
one hand, any of the following apply to you:If you suspect there’s more to time than clocks . . .If
you do not think that time is money . . .If you would have laughed overhearing a child say “I’ll do it
in five minutes . . . Is that today?” . . .If you have a sneaky feeling that other cultures might have
wise, rich and elegant ideas of time . . .If you have ever wondered whether linear and cyclical
time could conceivably have something to do with gender . . .If you have ever felt that Western
modernity’s time is coercive, crushing and overwound . . .If you think an analysis of time could, or
indeed should, include art, advertising, philosophy, literature, anthropology, history, sociology,
music and myth . . .. . . Then please read on.If, on the other hand, the following apply:If you think
a book about time can only mean a history of clocks . . .If you want an exhaustive, chronological
reference book . . .If you think that time is money . . .If you’d rather count time than cherish it . . .If
you like clocking-in . . .If you like everyone else clocking-in . . .If you simply can’t bear childhood,
carnivals, mirth, sex, nature, dawn choruses and May Day . . .. . . Then let me politely head you
off at the pass.There are many excellent books on time. Historians writing on time include E.P.
Thompson, Anthony F. Aveni, David Landes and Carlo M. Cipolla. G.J. Whitrow and David Ewing
Duncan have written interesting books on the history of calendars. In scientific literature, you
have Stephen Hawking, Stephen Jay Gould, Peter Coveney and Roger Highfield, Ilya Prigogine
and others. Among sociologists, Barbara Adam is superb.So, why this one? It’s a book about
how people experience time, not an abstract academic study. It’s an argument, not a reference
book. It began in a euphoric moment, thinking about speed. Speed fantastic but fatal, speed
exhilarating but frightening, fabulous but fascistic.It continued with an instinct that “time” was a
highly political subject, and that modern Western time is a subtle but profound example of
cultural imperialism.It proceeded with a warm appreciation for the ways people all over the world
have pictured time, and for time’s rootedness in nature. It traveled with me, to India, Thailand,
America, Canada and New Zealand.It involved reading hundreds of books and articles in the
British Library, all of which were interesting, stimulating and useful, on very scattered aspects of
the subject. None of them, though, sought to put all this information together, to look at time from
a fully cultural perspective. Furthermore, though there were glittering gems of fury about certain
subjects (Paul Virilio on speed, for example, and various critics of progress), no writer seemed to
have made a single, cohesive polemic as I wished to do, a broadside against all the misuses of
time in modern Westernized societies. And a manifesto for time to be seen as something more
extraordinary, strange, sensual—even erotic—than our dominant definitions allow.In such a
book, using the dating devices B.C. and A.D. ties time into an inappropriately rigid Christian
context, so I have instead used B.C.E. (Before Common Era) and C.E. (Common Era)



respectively. The chapters are arranged thematically. The first looks at the present, too often
enclosed or tamed by clocks, and at the variety of ways that “the now” is portrayed across the
world. Chapter two is about speed moving to one on the past, and one about carnivals and
rhythms of time. Following that is a chapter on women’s time, then one on gender, one on power
and one on money. The next chapter discusses progress, then there’s one on the future, one on
nature and one on death. The last chapter looks at “wild time,” time set free, unenclosed, time as
it could be conceived. This was partly written in one of the last remaining wildernesses on earth,
a wild land and a wild river—the perfect setting for wild time. In a concession to linear time, the
chapters are numbered sequentially, one to thirteen. The thirteenth chapter represents the
thirteenth hour—the ultimate unclocked wild hour.. . . . . . . . . . pip pip . . . .1 • PIPS AND OCEANS 
AND THE NOWAh, now! That odd time—the oddest time of all times; the time it always is . . . by
the time we’ve reached the “w” of “now” the “n” is ancient history.—MICHAEL FRAYNAn artist, a
woman and a gridded screen. The woman is naked and entirely sensual. She reclines away from
the artist, smiling a very knowing smile, and—if he looked—the artist would see her left hand is
teasingly, playfully, almost touching herself. What of the gridded screen? The artist has set it
between himself and the nude, so he can accurately plot her measurements and proportions. So
rigidly preoccupied is the artist with the grid, that on the paper before him is no woman at all, no
knowing smile, no thigh and no moist finger, just the straight lines on the page, the frets of a grid.
Albrecht Dürer (1471-1528) made an engraving of this, the “Artist Drawing a Nude through a
Gridded Screen.” Looking at it once, it occurred to me that this is how modernity sees time; that
we are so preoccupied with our gridded, subdivided constructions of numbered measurements
that we lose sight of the gorgeous, lifeful thing itself. Modernity knows the strut and the fret. But
not the hour.Time’s measurement is everywhere. The gridded screen surrounds you like barbed
wire. Leaving Washington, New York, London, Madrid, Berlin or Paris: at the airport, every
transaction, each ticket and money exchange is timed. Around Heathrow, as at any other major
airport, there are clocks on corporate buildings and hotels, blinking the date and time, down to
tenths of seconds, compressing time. Closed-circuit television (CCTV) times your progress
along streets. Stop to buy a shoelace and your receipt will tell you the date and time—to the
minute. The pips of time-measurement are spat out by the radio. (And if these are the pips,
where is time’s fruit?) Traffic lights run on timed schedules. Telephones tell you the time, whether
or not you want them to (one Swiss telephone buzzes every twelve minutes, so you can
measure your wordage in time); breakfast TV has a constant clock; there are pingers on cookers
and eggs have sell-by dates printed on their very shells. Urban modernity lives under an assault
of clocks. Alarm clocks put the frighteners on sleep: the first thought in so many people’s minds,
every single waking day is “What’s the time? Am I late?” Digital clocks with digital seconds seem
to speed time, relentlessly tightening deadlines. Increasingly clocked schedules puncture time.
In the U.S. paper was the traditional gift for a first wedding anniversary: now it is clocks. Crystal
was the tradition for the fourteenth anniversary: now it is watches.Cities more than anything
create the clock-time of modernity, constructing a whole world based on the artifice of the clock



and calendar. The heart of urban modernity is the clock and it is beating faster and faster. Strut,
fret, strut, fret. People speak of the frenetic pace of modern life. Speed, as this book will show,
has the whip-hand in today’s society. Speed is deceptive and alluring, adrenaline-pounding and
cruel, fantastic and fascistic; everything is speeded up, from relationships to ever more
temporary jobs, from fast food to fast clothes and fast knowledge, foreshortening time. But as
well as being speeded up, time is broken into ever smaller pieces. Diaries are printed with
gridded time in fifteen-minute appointments. A clock squats in the corner of many computer
screens, while computers themselves split time and divide it into picoseconds and
nanoseconds, far beyond any human sense of time, or human need, division for long division’s
sake.Minutes (invented by the Babylonians) were little used until the Industrial Revolution, which
“needed” more exact time measurement. Thomas Hardy in Tess of the D’Urbervilles noted their
advent thus: “Tess . . . started on her way up the dark and crooked lane or street not made for
hasty progress; a street laid out before inches of land had value, and when one-handed clocks
sufficiently subdivided the day.”Since then, time has been increasingly divided and subdivided,
an obsession which is a feature of modernity, to divide time—that infinite and beautiful thing—
into the mere infinitesimal decimal, as scientists today use femtoseconds, a millionth of a
billionth of a second. Childbirth is timed mechanically. A child’s ability to learn is measured not by
depth of understanding but by speed of progress. Work is usually costed by hours. Quality time
only thinks it’s so special because dominant time is quantitative, counted and accounted.
Everything is timed. It even happens in the fridge. Today, milk cartons are being produced with
the usual Best Before Date. Best Before 10/3. (Well, if you must.) But then some of them add “at
09:52.” So at 09:53 it will all of a sudden curdle itself to a yogurty oblivion.Listen
carefully.9,192,631,770 oscillations of the cesium atom define a second. Count. There are
86,400 seconds in a day and every one of these is officially pipped off, day after day, by the time-
measurement division of the National Institute of Standards and Technology in Boulder,
Colorado, broadcasting the time.Listen very carefully.Since there are 86,400 seconds in a day,
there are, therefore, 31,536,000 pips per year. Count. Count. With the right receiver you can
convert the radio signals into the pips of seconds and count them. There is a wail at every
second and a flurry around the minute.Count, in fact, wherever you are, for the time is universal.
This is the time, since on the first of January 1972 the definition of a second was designated as
the atomic second and Coordinated Universal Time (abbreviated to UTC or UT) was set by
international agreement. Before that, the second was defined as 1/86,400 of the mean solar day,
i.e., a rotation of the earth.If you had listened properly, which you obviously didn’t, on 06/30/97,
or on 12/31/98, you would have heard 86,401 seconds, that extra one a leap-second. Roughly
every year, a leap-second is added to realign the time with that of the earth—it is added to
“accommodate” the earth’s unreliable time, for there is no natural gearing between it and the
atomic clock’s pip pip pip. For the earth, you see, is too inaccurate for modernity’s time
measurement, because its spin changes by up to a thousandth of a second in some years. A
thousandth of a second, indeed, tut tut, how unpunctual the earth. (It is slowed down by the



gravitational pull of the moon. But the “atomic fountain” clock, the NIST F-1 at Boulder, “is
entirely free from the timing errors created . . . by the earth’s irregular movements in orbit.”) So
the timekeepers of today must tell the time from above, or outside the earth itself, insisting, with
the caesium clock, with speaking clocks and the whole notion of GMT or UT, that there is one
time, abstract, universal, mono-time: the time. There is no such thing.Switch off the pips. Bury
your alarm clock and digital watch. Forget the global calendar of the worldwide mono-day, 10/06.
And come with me instead to visit the Karen, a hill-tribe in the forests of Northern Thailand, and
see how such a forest can be teeming-full of times. Or to Indonesia on the night of the “little pig
moon.” Or to the Andaman forests and smell your way through the scent-calendar. See cow-time
and bee-time, coconut clocks, Watermelon months and the month of the Snowblind. See how
the seas and oceans are full of time, culturally and physically; time and tide, in rhyme and rime
chiming in the mind of humanity. There are thousands of times, not one. To say any one time is
the time is both untrue and highly political.So let’s go. Slam the fridge door on milk-carton-time
and see cow-time instead. Leave “the” time behind you and see a few of the myriad times across
the world.The Karen always know the time. Living with them for six months it became clear to me
that the only person with a watch and the only person who could never tell the time was, well,
myself. To the Karen, the forest over the course of a day supplied a symphony of time, provided
you knew the score. The morning held simplicity in its damp air, unlike the evening’s denser wet
when steam and smoke thickened the air. Backlit by sun, a huge waxy banana leaf at noon
became green-gold stained glass, cathedralizing time. Barely one of my hours later, it was just a
matt, bottle-green leaf, useful verdure, a plate for rice, a food-wrapper. Birds sang differently at
different hours and, while the soloists of life are always with us, the whole orchestra of the forest
altered, shifting with the sun’s day, all the noisy relations between birds, animals and insects,
making chords of time played in all the instrumental interactions. Western time seems a thin, thin
reedy peep of a thing by comparison.The Karen always know where they are and when they are,
how far they are from sunset or home: for time and distance are connected in the Karen
language: d’yi ba—soon—means, literally, “not far away.” Sunset, therefore, could be expressed
as “three kilometers away,” because the only way of traveling is to walk, which takes a known
length of time.There was a similar indivisibility between social time and action. I—eventually—
learned not to ask “When will such and such happen?” When will a wedding, for instance, take
place? For the no-answer-possible smiles replied. It happens when it happens: the doing of a
thing and its timing are indivisible, the action is not jostled into the hour, but the hour becomes
the action and the action becomes the hour. What to me was a distinction between the hour and
the act was, to them, tautology, half artificial and half daft.To the Karen, the whole forest was a
clock. To the Kelantanese of Malaysia, the coconut can be used as a stopwatch to time a game,
for, by drilling a hole through half the shell and putting it in water which then bubbles up into it,
the coconut eventually sinks and time is up. Hehaka Sapa (Black Elk) of the Oglala Lakota
speaks of the June moon as the “Moon of Fatness,” when all of nature is at its ripest. In parts of
Indonesia, two of the waxing nights of the moon are called the “little pig moon” and the “big pig



moon”; the nights the Western calendar would call the eleventh and twelfth nights of the moon’s
growing. They are so called because these are the nights when pigs and piglets get moonstruck,
tickled pink by moonlight at night and squeakily overexcited, they bust out of their pens and go
for a cavorting, giggly, piggy scramble in the fields. The waning nights, when the moon gets
stubbier, are called the nights of the “long tree trunk” and “short stump.”To the Ugric Khant in
northern Siberia one month is called the Naked-Tree month followed by the Pedestrian month
(when people must journey not on horseback but on foot, and that gingerly, over ice). The month
of Crows (also called Wind month) comes before the Spawning month, then follow the Pine-
Sapwood month, the Birch-Sapwood month and the Salmon-Weir month. Across the world the
nature of each moon-month is characterized and, through each people’s names for the months,
you can “see” the specific landscape they inhabit. (Through “12/87” or “6/03” what can you “see”
except a global suburbia?)The Natchez tribes of the lower Mississippi River Valley have months
including the Deer month and the Strawberries month, the Little-corn, Watermelon, Mulberry,
Nut, and Great-corn months, the Turkey, Bison, Bear and Chestnut months. The calendar of the
Malagasy people of Madagascar offers the Gourds-Flower month and the Bulls-Seek-Shade-of-
Sakoa-Tree month while the next is the Guinea-Fowls-Sleep month, then Rains-Rot-the-Ropes
month. (The ropes are the ones used to fetter the calves.) Lakota Indians traditionally measured
the year in moons: “the Moon when the Grass is Green,” “the Moon when the Chokecherries are
ripe” (mid-August), “the Moon of the Falling Leaves” (early October), or “the Moon of the
Snowblind” in late January. The variations of landscape or animal appearances characterize
both time and locale, in vivid contrast to the West’s dominant time measurement, its invariance
characterizing neither time nor place.Other peoples characterize time by starscapes. The Kiwi
people of New Guinea date their months according to when various stars slope across the sky
and vanish over the horizon. Aboriginal Australians begin the cultivation season when the
Pleiades appear. For some Melanesian peoples, the moon’s waxing and waning prompts the
human actions of farming, hunting or fishing. For the Tukano people of Colombia, the Milky Way
is a calendar for most activities throughout the year. (It is the rainbow which represents the
Master of Animals’ ejaculation.) According to anthropologist Gerardo Reichel-Dolmatoff, the
Tukano say that the snakes rise out of the waters to watch the stars in the Milky Way, to find out if
the time of fish-runs is near. They have more than twenty alternating “summers” and “winters” in
a year, including the Summer of the Caterpillar (November).Sure-yani Eduardo Poroso, a leader
of the indigenous Leco-Aguachile people in Bolivia, comments: “The Leco people don’t use the
Roman calendar but nature’s calendar. You can’t use the Roman calendar to know when to fish.
It’s imposed on us for registering births and for baptisms, but it doesn’t function for use in the
forests. Bats tell us when to fish; when they fly close over the water.” (His own name is an
indigenous time-referent; Sure-yani is the name of a “calendar-tree” which lives for three
hundred years and is, he says, “how we measure time.”)The Arakmbut people of Peru still use
both the sun and moon as watches, comments Matteo Jicca, an Arakmbut leader. “In the past,
we never counted beyond twenty. We never counted years, we would not calculate or count. For



people, we wouldn’t count their ages but their stages of life—childhood or puberty, youth,
maturity and age.” The changeover happened as a result of white invasions “when we learned to
write.” He also contrasts the urban clock-time of the colonizers with his peoples’ time in nature.
“Your people are all planification and punctuality. In the cities, everything has to be at the hour,
punto, precise. By contrast here in the mountains we give things time, sin limitar, without limits.”In
the forests of the Andaman Islands in the Indian Ocean, people have a scent-calendar, using the
smells of flowers and trees to describe the time of year. The Arakmbut people also use what they
call the “calendar of flowers or of fruit.” Matteo Jicca refers to the “time of the pijuayo” when the
pijuayo fruit is ripe, roughly the second two weeks of March. Another measurement is “when the
pineapple is ripe” in October and November. These dates, he points out, vary and are flexible, in
contrast to invariant, inflexible, mechanical countings. The Huaorani of Ecuador have a similar
calendar, February, for example, being the “season of the palm fruit.” Navajo mythology
describes how the First Man designed the calendar. First, he drew a diagram in the sand to
show the seasons; these were divided into summer and winter and the months were marked
and named with their characteristic happening. November he called the month of Slender Wind;
January the month of Snow Crust; February was his month of the Eaglets; April that of the
Delicate Leaves; and September that of Maturing Vegetation. To each month was then ascribed
a “heart” to characterize it further and a “soft feather” attribution which indicated its good fortune.
The month of Snow Crust had ice for a heart and the morning star for its soft feather. Another,
the month of Large Leaves, had wind for a heart and its soft feather was rain. The dominant
Western clock (11:48) or calendar (06/30/05), preoccupied with endless numbers, numbs any
feeling for time itself. No heart there, no soft feather.Everywhere across the world there are
different ways of choosing time periods—and different reasons. Most societies seem to have
some form of week, though its number of days could be anything from three to sixteen. The
Babylonians designed a seven-day week, which was adopted by Judaeo-Christianity. The Inca
used eight-day weeks (and at the end of the week, the king swapped wives). The Maya, for
whom time was a deity, considered a 260-day cycle the most important time unit in the calendar,
thought to be because it represented the nine-moons-time between conception and
childbirth.Unlike the modern Western model of time, so disembedded from nature that its time is
more precise than the earth, to many cultures time can only be embodied in the natural world
and in nature’s processes. In North American Indian languages, the term “world” also means
“year,” the turning of one is the turning of the other. Dakota Indians say “the year is a circle
around the world” or around the sacred lodge, for the lodge is itself an image of the world. The
Yokuts say “the world has passed” which translates as “a year has gone by.” To ask “How old are
you?” the Guarani-Kaiowa Indians, from Mato Grosso do Sul in Brazil, would ask “How many
times has the Guavira flowered in your lifetime?” In Spain, you can ask “How many Aprils do you
have?” to ask someone’s age—April cherished for the sheer exuberance of its flowering vitality.
(The traditional way to ask a person’s age in Korea is to ask his or her zodiacal animal.) A
surviving Mixtec year glyph describes a “Year Three Flint.” For the Aztecs, time unfolded in five



successive suns, or aeons, a Sun Four Tiger, a Sun Four Wind, a Sun Four Rain and the Sun of
the present called Four Movement. The traditional Chinese calendar is Dragon-yeared, Horse-
yeared and Dog-yeared. The San Bushmen of the Kalahari refer to the wind and insects as the
timekeepers, because they are accurate signals as to the age of an animal track. (The more
affected the track is by wind and insects, the older it is.)There is in the Micmac language—and in
most of the Algonquin languages—no word for “time” in an absolute sense. There are words for
day and night, sunset and sunrise, the cycle of the year and of the moon, but no “time” as
numbered measurement. There are no words for hour, minute or second though there is “now”—
neegeh. Rastafarians make a distinction between time and clocks, so, asked “What’s the time?”
may well reply “Clock-time is half past seven.” A San Bushman of the Kalahari, asked how old he
was, replied: “I am forty or forty-five, maybe. I have no need for years.”In Burundi, time is
described—characterized rather than counted; the time of a pitch-black night is called a who-are-
you-night, because it is too dark to see a face and you have to ask the identity of people you
meet. The Kaluli people of Papua New Guinea have a clock of birds; women say the early-
morning calls of the brown oriole and New Guinea friarbird and the hooded butcher-bird tell the
children to wake up, and later in the day, the birds’ afternoon calls tell the children to return to
their families. For the Nuer of the Sudan, there was the cattle clock; counted by the tasks of
milking, pasturing or moving the cows from byre to kraal. In Rajasthan, in India, the moment
when the herds return at evening is called “cattle-dust-time.” Cow-time is local, social and
embedded in nature’s processes. Whereas clock-time is global, applicable anywhere, cow-time
is local to the very udder-hour.For North American Indians, there is a reciprocity between
humans and time; F. David Peat, a Western physicist who has studied indigenous science, says
that for them the concept of time is dynamic and “animate” and there is a sense of deep
exchange between humans and time. “Time is not independent of us nor of the rest of nature.
Time is addressed in ceremonies and a people’s relationship with its movement must be
renewed.” Time is alive.Bees can tell the time and be punctual to a daily eating rhythm because
they have an internal clock. They can stay punctual to that clock even when moved across
continents; if that happens, they, in effect, get jet lag. Co-parenting Emperor penguins have
worked out timing to a tee. The mother lays an egg, then leaves to hunt food. The father sits on
the egg for two months without eating until the egg hatches, then he feeds the chick from “milk
sacks” which run out after ten days, but at that exact time there’s a dot on the horizon; the mother
returning. In A Sand County Almanac, Aldo Leopold writes of the importance of timing for geese
returning in March: “A cardinal, whistling spring to a thaw but later finding himself mistaken, can
retrieve his error by resuming his winter silence. A chipmunk, emerging for a sunbath but finding
a blizzard, has only to go back to bed. But a migrating goose, staking two hundred miles of black
night on the chance of finding a hole in the lake, has no easy chance for retreat. His arrival
carries the conviction of a prophet who has burned his bridges.”Nature’s multifarious clocks are
evident everywhere; in daily, or circadian (approximately one day) or in monthly or yearly cycles.
Some much-more-than-circadian cicadas live out a longer rhythm; as nymphs they remain



underground for seventeen years. Then they all come out at once. In Ohio, thousands are
recorded as coming out of their pupal skins, chirping, crawling, climbing, mating and dying. Then
the seventeen-year cycle starts again.But perhaps nowhere is there a more fascinating complex
of time than in the seas. Cicero recorded that the flesh of oysters at sea waxed and waned with
the full moon (and so, women know, does the human “oyster”). Seahorses mate at full moon.
(And the male ones, rather delightfully, get pregnant.) Mussels keep in synchrony with the sea
tides of the place where they were born and will adhere to this even when moved to still water.
The paloloworm in the Pacific and Atlantic oceans reproduces only during the neap tides of the
moon’s last quarter in October and November.Humanity has long known—and used—the sea’s
times. In some places, such as Puget Sound near Seattle, the sea’s clock is one of almost
unfathomable complexity, complicated to the point of eccentricity. But Native Americans, having
learned to tell its time, could exploit its ferocious and quick tides, using it for communal activities
and for collecting food—the gathering of clans and clams alike. South Pacific islanders can
predict to the day and hour the beginning of the annual spawning runs of many fish. Meanwhile
on the Pacific coast of Canada, a Haida woman, Gwaganad, in speaking of the Haida lifestyle
threatened by logging in Gwaii Haanas (South Moresby), tells of part of her “job, her purpose”
being to gather herring roe. “In the spring the herring come and they spawn on kelp . . . It’s a
spiritual thing that happens . . . I want to share what goes on in my spiritual self, in my body,
come February. And I feel it’s an important point . . . My body feels that it’s time to spawn. It gets
ready in February. I get a longing to be on the sea. I constantly watch the ocean surrounding the
island where the herring spawn. My body is kind of on edge in anticipation. Finally the day
comes when it spawns. The water gets all milky around it . . . this wonderful feeling on the day
that it happens, the excitement, the relief that the herring did indeed come this year. And you
don’t quite feel complete until you are right out on the ocean with your hands in the water
harvesting the kelp, the roe on kelp, and then your body feels right. That cycle is complete.”The
sea, clock of ages, is full of time. In the tide’s ebb and flow the sense of the moment is critical,
but it is the coasts which are affected by tides, not the ocean depths, so while the sea, at its
shoreline, represents the now of events, the paradox of the ocean is that in its depths it is a
symbol of eternity. (Byron called the sea “the image of eternity.”) The everlasting consolation of
the sea is not all will be well, but all will endure. To Western scientists, the sea is the source of
life. In Taoist thought, similarly, the ocean is equated with the Tao, the primordial and
inexhaustible source, “informing at creation without being exhausted.” Jainist thought of the sixth
century B.C.E. describes an “ocean of years” being one hundred million times one hundred
million palyas. Each palya is a period of countless years. Otis Redding picked the right place,
“sittin’ at the dock of the bay, wastin’ ti-ai-ai-ime,” for the sea is creator of endless hours of time.
And this is one reason why polluted dead seas are so shocking, for it suggests the poisoning of
both the actual sea and the conceptual source of time itself.Today, the ocean’s clock is
threatened; in the flood tides, freak storm surges and predicted rising sea levels which are the
result of climate change. With our increasingly profligate use of central heating and air-



conditioning, nature’s time and climates are controlled, but then these very systems provoke
climate change—in a self-fulfilling profligacy. This control is “imposing our wound-up present on
the slow time of nature,” according to Jean Chesneaux, Sorbonne professor and author of Brave
Modern World.Affinities between the idea of the sea and of time run deep and wide. Time and
tide which wait for no man have drawn the human mind from ages past; in English the word tide
can be used for both the sea’s tides and certain specific times; noontide, eventide, Whitsuntide
or Eastertide. The word tide is etymologically related to the word time in Old English. “Current”
refers to both time and tide.In a metaphoric sense, probably the single most common image for
time is a river running to the sea. In Micmac society, with no word for time, the river is an image
for the flow of happenings. The Pirá-paraná Indians of northwest Ebook Libraryia show the
cycles of life and death as a huge circular river. The ancient Greeks identified time with Oceanos
the divine river, which circles the world. Time is “like an ever flowing stream,” according to a
Christian hymn. Matthew Arnold referred to time as a river, “the natural and necessary stream
leading to the future.” “Time glides by with constant movement, not unlike a stream, for neither
can a stream stay its course, nor can the fleeting hour,” wrote Ovid in Metamorphoses XV. The
thirteenth-century Zen master Dogen said: “The time-being has the quality of flowing.”Ancient
Indian thought describes time as a flowing of water and compares it to an ocean. The Hindi word
ab means both “water” and “now.” The Sanskrit text, the Atharva Veda, meanwhile, speaks of a
full or overflowing vessel placed above time. The vessel is itself timeless but time is forever
replenished from that source. It is a rich image both of time’s flowing liquid nature and of its
characteristic fullness, full as an ocean.In a bodily sense, the human source of (life)time is the
oystery vulva, which can taste so remarkably like the sea; while the womb is tidal in its ebb and
flow, and as responsive to the moon as the sea’s tide itself. A woman with child has her “waters,”
and pregnancy can make women feel, they say, oceanic.In a historical sense, time and the sea
are also linked: the great breakthrough of timekeeping—making clockwork of sufficient accuracy
to discover longitude—was done in order to gain control of the seas, to colonize, if you like, the
wildness of ocean-time, a feat which led to Britons ruling the waves and, through this, ruling both
empires of land and empires of time, for it was due to Britain’s maritime supremacy that
Greenwich was accepted worldwide as the zero meridian. Ruling the seas meant ruling the
standard of world-time—the time which is so highly political and so seldom recognized as
such.So, after all these different times, see how false is the ideology of Western imperialist time,
declaring itself the time, when it is just one of thousands upon thousands, see how Greenwich
Mean Time is mean indeed, as indifferent as it is banal and as cruel as either.The whole way
time is described is ideological, if invisibly so (and, as a later chapter shows, time has always
been tied to power). Today, the West’s numerical time, its obsessive dividing, atomizing,
counting and accounting of time is ideologically fitting to the industrial and post-industrial age,
which began emptying time of any distinction or variety with Newton’s “absolute, true and
mathematical time,” and which learned to say time-is-money with the miserable Franklin, so
today the fullness of time is ever emptied—of its grace and generosity—by today’s mean and



graceless accountants-of-time. In femtoseconds and cesium atoms, modernity’s time is divided
but not distinguished. The digital clock fragments time, splits the present off from the past or
future, an instrument of fission not fusion, for this age of fission. The digital stutter
repippippippetitively reproduces itself. In contrast to the Native American belief that time is alive,
the digital watch doesn’t animate the present but kills it with chronic momentism, emptying time
of character as it atomizes it.The atom was once considered unsplittable (derived from the
Greek for indivisible). It is so appropriate that as this was the age which split the atom so this is
the age which uses the atomic clock to split the split second. There are social rhymes with this;
the fractured, split communities of today and the little social division that happens every time you
glance at your watch. Watch how.Take one common example; someone is chatting to you and
you surreptitiously look at your watch. Why the stealth? Because the glance is a faintly unkind
interruption, a small social disjunction. Take another example. In New York, Bilbao, Seoul,
London, Munich or Paris, if you want to catch a bus, you check your watch and a printed
timetable, rather than ask a person. The worn watch isolates its wearer in social fission. In India,
say, if you want to catch a bus and you start scrutinizing watches against timetables on pillars,
people will laugh. (I have. They did.) You have to ask a person in a humble piece of social fusion.
No Indian bus driver (and purely for the fun of digression, do you know the Hindi for bus driver is
bas Draaiivar?) would be seen dead being ordered to leave by scrappy bits of paper glued up
seven years ago. Buses go and people know when, for here time still resides in the human, not
in the abstract, paper world. The outrage felt by those used to living in human-time forced to live
by an abstract (and foreign) clock was graphically expressed in a letter from an Indian man to
the white superintendent of the Indian railways in 1909: “Dear Sir: I am arrive by passenger train
at Ahmedpur station and my belly is too much swelling with jackfruit. I am therefore went to privy.
Just as I doing the nuisance that guard making whistle blow for train to go off and I am running
with lotah [waterpot] in one hand and dhoti in the next when I am fall over and expose all my
shocking to man, female, women on platform. I am get leaved at Ahmedpur station. This too
much bad if passenger go to make dung that dam guard no wait train five minutes for him. I am
therefore pray your honour to make big fine on that guard for public sake.”In a more conceptual
sense, modernity’s obsessive measurements of time alienate you from time itself; the divisions
of clock-time divide you from the actual experience of time as measured, say, by your hunger, or
by the buzz at a café. Listening to the pips on the radio, you can’t listen to time en ciel, to a
skylark’s jazz riff. Measuring the moment prevents you from feeling its heart or being tickled by
its soft feather. Tracking time stops you in your tracks.Humanity’s relationship to time is
poignantly reflexive— being too “exact” about time is exacting, stressful, for people. Sociologist
Barbara Adam in Timewatch notes how clock-based urgency results in high blood pressure, a
battered immune system and ulcers. Too-frequent deadline times, studies (such as those of Dr.
Meyer Friedman) show, can distort one’s perception of time and can disturb the pace of the
human heart, which can in turn cause heart disease and death. Deadlines, indeed. Dr.
Friedman’s “Type A” personalities epitomize the reflexivity between humans and time. Type A



traits include impatience, aggression and a harried sense of urgency and Type A personalities
appear to be in a chronic battle with time and life itself: victims of their own “hurry sickness,” they
are more likely to suffer heart disease. Ruled by measuring momentism, humanity lives at the
mercy of its own invention, machine become monster. The faster the watched clock moves, the
slower the watcher can. A watched clock never strikes—but the pause is really in the watcher,
motionless. The stopwatch stops the watcher, halted in hypnotized inaction. Are they telling the
time or is time telling them, ticking them off with a tedious, relentless “now now”?For time does
not mean watches, clocks or the oscillations of cesium atoms, time is not found in digital pips or
paper calendars, time is not in pendulums or in chronometers; the clock is not a synonym for
time but the opposite of time. “Clocks slay time . . . only when the clock stops does time come to
life,” wrote William Faulkner in The Sound and the Fury. The West’s obsessive time
measurement has gone hypertelic, beyond the point of usefulness, and the clock of the present
is not the realization of time, but its betrayal. Society begins to think in the forms it has structured
for itself, linear, artificial, over-fragmented, modeling itself in the image of its machinery. Today’s
timekeeping pretends it is describing time ever more accurately; what it really describes is
modernity, in a telling self-portrait. Modernity ascribes to time a driving, rigidly linear, impersonal,
coercive and dominating character, overcrowded and overwound, which harries its victims,
people. You hear the screech, time is running out—as if that were time’s fault—but it is modern
society itself which is overscheduled and crushingly domineering in its timings.Clocks,
incidentally, need not be invariant or mechanical; in 1751 Carl Linnaeus, the Swedish naturalist,
designed a floral clock of flower-hours, so the time of day was shown by the staggered blooming
of various flowers, the spotted cat’s ear at six in the morning, the passionflower at noon and the
evening primrose—naturally—in the evening. Essayist William Hazlitt had a beautiful summer-
generous inscription carved on his sundial; Horas Non Numero Nisi Serenas—I count no hours
but those which are serene. Before GMT, nine of the clock wasn’t nine of all clocks, but nine of
an agreed clock, a localized clock, possibly even a named clock. (It is hard to imagine a digital
clock being named and even their faces are featureless. In them is neither day nor night,
summer nor winter.)In the West, since the early years of this century, time has been increasingly
homogenized. The mono-time of Greenwich mean time offers no sense of time’s generous
variety, nor any intrinsic character or color to time, it is an artificial construction and, more than
anything, modernity’s time—the global present—is increasingly standardized, increasingly the
same.It is mid-morning, mid-May. It is always mid-morning, mid-May, in the shops and offices of
the present; the light is the same and the temperature is the same. It is Same o’clock in the
month of Same; modernity’s time has nothing to do with “real” time—nature’s time. It is instead a
manufactured time: synthetic time. Jack Frost is dreadfully unpunctual when it comes to showing
up for Christmas; fake frost is far more punctually dependable for the window display of
modernity. Time is divorced from nature as plastic plants pretend to a perennial summer they
never knew. Year-round Astroturf tramples on real spring’s chilly-kneed grass seedlings, and
neon knifes night.Food products were once obstinate markers of time: the Nut month and the



Watermelon month of the Natchez tribes, for instance, or vegetables in season. Now there need
be no such thing as seasonal produce. It’s always nut month. Nuts in June and water-melons in
November. The new potato has ceased to exist since imports fill the shelves all year round and
what is always new is never new. A recipe for summer pudding begins “seasonality not being
what it used to be, there is no reason why you shouldn’t make this pudding . . . all year round.”
The rose-growing season is a wistful anachronism since roses can be bought at any time. The
Japanese symbol of beauty, the cherry blossom, is seasonality at its most sublime, representing
the aesthetic of the evanescent, but when cherries are forced to blossom all the time, the fragile
beauty of fleeting time is void of meaning. To live in a synthetic ever-present present is to live not
in the fullness but in the emptiness of time.Western modernity’s attitude to time mirrors its
attitude to place and as a key phenomenon of place today is homogenization, the erosion of
place-distinctiveness to a global suburbia, so likewise time is increasingly made an indifferent,
indistinct suburban same-time. Appropriately, the greater the citification, the more this sameness
of time is apparent; urban street lamps turn night to day and city shops stay open later into the
night than rural shops. The very seasons impinge less on people in cities: the difference
between a new moon and full, powerful in a landscape, is all but immaterial in a streetscape.
While nature’s time can be specific to a cow’s udder-hour, or to a certain frozen creek at new
moon: cities, ever more independent of nature, use the unspecific global rhythm of the artificial
clock. Jean Chesneaux picks out cities as “modernity’s special places,” the modernity which “ties
itself to the perpetuation of its own present.” Same time, endlessly repeated. Same o’clock.The
forest is the symbolic opposite of the city: according to Shakespeare, “there’s no clock in the
forest.” But the forest is one great big gong of time, as the Karen knew. Across the world, all
nature is in time and time is in it. Every apple tree hears the pips, every pip in every pippin
picking the moment to split. Birds judge the calendar for their migrations with annually
remarkable accuracy and in flight their timing and synchronization is a miracle made ordinary.
Time is everywhere in nature. In urbanized life, clocks are needed precisely because there is no
other way of telling the time. But while nature knows a million varieties of time, the clock of
modernity knows only one. The same one. Everywhere.While once, you could say that time was
so local that for every genius loci, a spirit of specific place, there was a genius temporis, a spirit
of specific time, the history of Western timekeeping has been one of standardization and of
globalization. The march toward mono-time began slowly, a tread here—from 1840, railways in
Britain required a standardization of time—a tread there—in 1880, London Time was decreed by
law to be the time for the whole country. A step here—in 1883, the U.S. standardized
timekeeping for their railways—and a step there—in 1884, Greenwich was made the zero
meridian and the global day of twenty-four hours began, a day made of the same hours,
irrespective of local cultures’ clocks. The French opposed it until, at the 1912 International
Conference on Time in Paris, they accepted that though the meridian would be English, world-
time would first pip in France. 1912 was a fateful year for time.For when historians discuss the
moment when the gradual spread of one world-time-reckoning became an actual experience of



instantaneous time, the moment is midnight on April 14, 1912. The distress signal sent from the
sinking Titanic. The news flashed around the world via the telegraph. People referred to “a new
sense of world unity” and what is now called the creation of the “global present.” Its staging was
so appropriate; taking place not on land but at sea; the sea, source of time and of such intricate
varieties of time, was to be the setting for the first drama in global time. And when the actual
Titanic—the ship—sank, it launched a metaphoric Titanic; huge, monolithic, global time.The
media (newspapers, telephones, radio as well as the telegraph) buzzed with the news, blaming
the tragedy, incidentally, on an obsession with timekeeping over safety. Why did the accident
happen? asked the Daily Herald. Because “liners must not get behind their scheduled time. If
humanly possible, they must get in front of it.”But the media itself was implicated not only in the
creation of this global present but also in the portrayal of time. (A 1914 editorial in Paris-Midi
described a daily paper’s headlines as “simultaneous poetry.”) The association between the
media and present-time is so deep that almost every part of the media is named with a time-
referent; Paris-Midi itself, Time magazine, the New York Times, Tiempo and Epoca in Spain, Die
Zeit (the Time), Asahi Shimbun (the Morning Sun newspaper in Japan), Time Out, the Daily
Telegraph, the Times of India, Today, the Today Programme, The Atlantic Monthly; Barcelona’s
newspaper suggests it is “ahead” of time, titling itself La Vanguardia. The earliest portrayal of
time by the global media was novel: the use of the telegraph, for instance, changed newspapers;
once places of cultural memory (actually called news history in the nineteenth century), they
became, in the early twentieth century, more focused on change. But more than novel the
portrayal of time was, albeit invisibly, very political. The new global media technology, because of
its mechanics, favored the short over the long. Information became broken and fragmented
rather than continuous. Short facts. Bits. And the things which were above all most easily
transmitted were the prices, market news and all the information which commerce and industry
wanted—and which therefore assumed a further prominence. All this helped to paint time itself
anew, in a ruptured-repetition, quick, short and standardized. And ever more intimately equated
with money.Today, the media defines, to a great extent, what “the present” is, and characterizes
the “now.” The BBC’s rolling news service is advertised by a trailer: “This is the Now O’Clock
News from the BBC,” instead of the familiar “Nine O’Clock News.” Now is always news. (Contrast
this with a number of years, such as 667 and 668, left entirely blank in the Annales Cumbriae as
if to say “nothing happened this year,” a phrase allegedly written one year by a decidedly
underwhelmed Welsh chronicler.) With almost constant time signals on CNN the present is
announced almost as a news item, this ever-present present, as the TV presenter constantly
reiterates. The effect can become hypnotic. Modernity surrounds itself with scrolling TV, now,
now, imploding headlines, today, today, pages of endless newsprint rolling sideways into each
other’s gutters, the text’s meaning escaping into a blank postmodern margin, guttering the
spectator’s attention, too, in its fold. Media-time demands your attention to the extent that real-
time in your material world can seem immaterial. TV-time in the Gulf War seemed more real than
real-time.8:46 A.M., September 11, 2001. Another date in world-time, the first hijacked jet hits



the north tower of the World Trade Center. Television cameras are immediately trained on the
Twin Towers. It was another experience of the global present—like the Titanic. Like the Titanic,
the World Trade Center was considered invulnerable, like the Titanic its construction was an
expression of national superbia, of superiority, the towering colossus. But this global present,
unlike the sinking of the Titanic, was watched as it happened. People all over the world phoned
each other, told each other to switch on the TV only to see the second jet hit the south tower, at
9:03, the moment when what appeared accident was confirmed deliberate. This most
momentous televisual event was broadcast globally: repeated, over and over, fragmented and
repeated, fragmented and re-repeated. The hub of world trade and finance which depended on
the instantaneous now of market news and prices, was itself the subject of the instantaneous
media now. Time was used to magnify the tragedy: The Day That Changed The World Forever,
said one newspaper. The Day The Earth Stood Still, said another. So much an example of the
global present, the atrocity was named by its date: September 11. The now of global finance and
media was rendered in almost sinister understatement as, shortly after the towers fell, on the
website of the World Trade Center, its firm listing was, it said, “outdated.” Times Square was
where many New Yorkers gathered to hear the news, echoing history; Times Square not only
being the home of the New York Times, but also the site of the first on-the-spot wireless
dispatch, an account of fighting off Port Arthur in China.CNN ran a constant headline three days
later: “America’s New War”—preferring news to history, effects to causes. The New War Now-
News went global as the ninety minutes of “the most dramatic TV pictures ever” played and re-
played in recreation of the global moment. The media’s soundbite culture was manifest. One
woman was being filmed as she watched the second tower fall: “Oh my God, my brother-in-law’s
in that building.” “That’s a soundbite,” said the Channel 11 reporter to her producer. “Hang on to
that soundbite.” True to the pattern of the media reporting only short facts and bits, one-off
moments, the Manhattan attack was fragmented from its causes. Treated as a unique atrocity.
Isolated. Without cause. An atrocity it was. Unique, isolated and causeless it wasn’t.But back to
those early years of the twentieth century, when something so exceptional was happening to
time. Keep watching Paris. 1913. Just a year after the Titanic launched the global present, at ten
in the morning on the first of July, at the Eiffel Tower, the first worldwide time signal went pip.
(Much to the chagrin, one presumes, of the British, who had led the race in time measurement
for so long and who were now literally “pipped at the post.”) And at that moment with a wireless
signal traveling at the speed of light, one time was pronounced for the whole world. Essential for
global business and travel, this meant Western (Christianized) time was made a world
standard.Any exaggerated tendency in society will (as ancient Chinese philosophy knew so
well) throw up its complementary opposite and at that point in history, two remarkable aspects of
time came into being. Keep your eye on 1913. For that was also the year Henry Ford’s moving
assembly line first swept into action, cutting the time taken to make a car from fourteen hours to
just two. This production-line-time would be used later as a model by ideologues of both the
extreme right and left. And just at that point in Paris, when the global present thinned time to a



radio beeeep, just when time had never been so public nor spread so thinly, simultaneously
composers and writers gave time a fullness, a thickness and texture it had never had before.
Cinema, too, used slow motion to vary time and “stills” to privilege one moment forever, as in the
1913 film Atlantis, inspired by the sinking of the Titanic, its haunting stills freezing a single
second. The Cubism of Picasso, meanwhile, in this period, expanded the dimension of time. As
it shattered the idea of linear space in traditional perspective, so it broke with the traditional
sense of time in that an object was seen not as a camera might see it but as the mind knows it;
different aspects of one object revealed simultaneously, the present broadened, thickened and
filled out by the subjective mind.In Paris, in May 1913, Stravinsky’s Rite of Spring was first
performed—an example of simultaneity in music due to its tri-tonal harmonies. At this moment in
history, something strange happened to simultaneity. It both appeared to happen and was
denied. Simultaneously. On the one hand, there was Stravinsky and cinematography, plus the
increasing number of people experiencing simultaneity through, say, the wireless. On the other
hand, Einstein. In his 1905 and 1916 theories of relativity, he argued there was no such thing as
one simultaneous time. By contrast, “every frame of reference, or moving body, has its own
time.”Stravinsky’s Rite of Spring spoke profoundly of nature’s time, of pagan time, in the very
year, 1913, which saw Paris’s urban time made global. It describes a pagan ritual dance to
induce spring to come and time to move on. (The implacably Christian Western calendar had for
centuries been usurping the time of nature, of pagan time.) The second act is “The Great
Sacrifice,” a dance to death; a human sacrifice is required for nature’s time.The relation between
time and sacrifice is perhaps a little-acknowledged human universal. According to ancient Indian
tradition, if the priest did not offer up the sacrifice of fire every morning, the sun would not rise.
Almost all midwinter festivals past and present involve some kind of sacrifice: as J.G. Frazer
argued in The Golden Bough, the young god’s sacrifice pushed the year onwards and in the
Saturnalia, the figure of Saturn was killed in sacrifice. (Saturn was associated with Chronos—
god of time.) Pagan tradition speaks of a sacrificial battle at midwinter between the oak king and
the holly king to turn the year forward. The human sacrifices of the Aztecs were performed to
strengthen the sun in its journey through the year. The Mexican and Mayan sun god needed
human hearts in order for time to move on. In India, the goddess Kali is associated with both
time and sacrifice. The connection between time and sacrifice, in the West, was never so
horribly thickened as in the First World War when some historians, such as Stephen Kern, argue
that seven million people were sacrificed because of the manufacture of global time, for the war
began as a direct result of the new global present. The instantaneity of the telephone and
telegraph left no diplomatic pause for thought, no time for the discreet, virtually Viennese waltz
of temps diplomatique; time, compressed too much, exploded. After the assassination of
Archduke Ferdinand in Sarajevo, Serbian diplomats were given a forty-eight-hour ultimatum to
explain the shooting. The Serbs missed the deadline and the killings began. Spengler was to
note in 1918 thatin the classical world, years played no role, in the Indian world, decades
scarcely mattered, but here the hour, the minute, even the second is of importance. Neither the



Greek nor the Indian could have had any idea of the tragic tension of a historic crisis like that of
August 1914 when even moments seemed of overwhelming significance.Global time began with
the tragedy of the Titanic. And the first thing it caused was a tragedy. After the attack on the
World Trade Center various publications were baying for instant reprisals: the global present
demanded immediacy and justice could go “to hell” as the NewYork Post put it.Stay with Paris,
1913. Just as Stravinsky’s Rite of Spring was first being performed and just as the Eiffel Tower
was sending its first global time signals in July 1913, making time standardized and
universalized, public and objective and explicit, so with exquisite timing the first part of Marcel
Proust’s À la recherche du temps perdu was being published from 1913 onwards. While time
represented by the Tower was a flip, regular blip, every day with exactly the same duration: time
represented by the novel was so various that a day could last 287 pages while some years could
slip by without a whisper of record. And time, which in one sense had never been so public, so
monolithic, had in another sense, with Proust, never been so private, so unique, so local to the
psyche’s own hour—all madeleines and murmuring memories of the time of the mind. In the title
is time; in the first sentence, time; in the last word, time; through all the volumes, time is the
subject; the longest longing reverie on time ever written, its ending describing
humanityoccupying a place, a very considerable place compared with the restricted one which
is allotted to them in space, a place on the contrary prolonged past measure—for
simultaneously, like giants plunged into the years, they touch epochs that are immensely far
apart, separated by the slow accretion of many, many days—in the dimension of Time.And so to
now. With its dominant ideology, the West declares its time is the time. Not so fast. Its dominance
is actually far from complete. Its challengers are everywhere. The human mind will always be
unclockable, for in one moment it can flit between a pumpkin and a paper mite, can think of
chaos theory, breakfast and the two-toed sloth, can shudder at a bad memory and consider the
billion-year nature of star-time. All in a second, so ungovernably, so splendidly myriad-
momented is the mind, as Proust knew so well. Time, as a later chapter will show, is subtly
genderized and while the dominant, linear calendar is masculine, every bleeding woman knows
a different female, cyclic time.Though the time has an even, perfectly regular beat, through the
length of the human life, time does not move with any such mechanical regularity. While old
people sigh over how fast time goes, children are incapable of patience. How long is an hour to a
child? Far, far longer than to an adult; asking a small child to wait a few hours for ice cream is like
asking yourself to wait a week for a whisky.Adults, generally, have learned clock-time. Children
live in the heart of the ocean of time itself, in an everlasting now. The writer R.K. Narayan
describes childhood as “letting the day pass without counting the hours. One existed in eternity.”
Any pipsqueak of a child can do it. A child’s eternal present is present-absorbed, present-
spontaneous, present-elastic. Children have a dogged, delicious disrespect for punctuality and
an innate dishonoring of the dominant clock of modernity.Time, it is said, is the most widely used
noun in English. Time can mean timing, or ending: there is circadian time, bee-time, cow-time
and coconut-time. It can be wasted with Otis and sold with Franklin, it can be wrong and be right,



be past or future or present. “What,” asked English physicist Michael Faraday, in a letter to
Benjamin Abbott in 1812, “is the longest, and the shortest thing in the world: the swiftest, and the
most slow: the most divisible and the most extended: the least valued and the most regretted:
without which nothing can be done: which devours all that is small: and gives life and spirits to
every thing that is great? . . . It is Time.” In Stephen Hawking’s words, “there is no unique,
absolute time.”While the dominant calendar insists on its hegemony, its opposition is inside
everyone—you can’t beat spring for a sap-riser, in the trunk of the tree and in the trunk of the
human body, that time of year, that vivid, verdant moment, the ache of the first smell of the year’s
first grass, so green it’s practically acoustic. What Dylan Thomas knew, “The force that through
the green fuse drives the flower / Drives my green age;” is what Henry Thoreau, a man keenly
tuned to nature’s time, described, positively dizzy with sap rising: “Let us preserve religiously,
secure, protect the coincidence of our life with the life of nature . . . My life as essentially belongs
to the present as that of a willow tree in the spring. Now, now its catkins expand, its yellow bark
shines, its sap flows, now or never you must make whistles of it.” ( Journal, January 26, 1852.)
For the Penan people of Borneo, comments Wade Davis, time is not measured in hours, but
experience. If a hunting trip is successful, it is considered to have been short, though it might
have taken weeks by a Western measurement.Nature was once the biggest public clock, its
rhythms establishing “time communities” of joint activities, a shared observation of a natural
event or season, a shared sowing, a shared harvest. Modernity, while losing this marker of
common time, has nonetheless created others in its place. Sports events: the Ryder Cup; the
Superbowl; the U.S. Open; La Vuelta Ciclista España can be hugely popular, in part because
they are shared experiences in a common time. Television, too, characterizing time and season,
can replace nature as public clock and calendar. It can honor seasonal difference with its sultry
summers of French films and traditional Christmas fare. It can distinguish night and day, with its
peak times and its watershed times and with the peppery best of its evening viewing compared
to the invalid jelly of day-time telly. Television can offer a sabbatical pulse even in its
advertisements; alcohol and pizzas on Saturday evenings and hangover cures on Sundays.The
ancient Greeks had different gods for time’s different aspects (including the god of the moment
for weeding, the god of the moment of horses panicking, the god of the moment when a party
suddenly falls silent). One of the most important was Chronos, who gives his name to absolute
time, linear, chronological and quantifiable. But the Greeks had another, far more slippery and
colorful, god of time, Kairos. Kairos was the god of timing, of opportunity, of chance and
mischance, of different aspects of time, the auspicious and the not-so-auspicious. Time
qualitative. If you sleep because the clock tells you it’s way past your bedtime, that is
chronological time: whereas if you sleep because you’re tired, that is kairological time. If you eat
biscuits when you’re hungry, that is kairological: whereas if you eat by the clock, that is
chronological time. (In English there is that quaint-sounding mid-morning meal literally named for
the clock: elevenses.) Children, needless to say, live kairologically until winkled out of it. Chronos
was considered by the Ancient Greeks, and the modern West, as superior to Kairos. Astrology is



time considered kairologically: in Hindu life, for instance, the time of the individual and that of the
cosmos are considered inseparable. The traditional zodiacal animals of Korea are also used to
name the twelve-hour periods into which the day is divided and impart their characteristics to
each period and to those born in that period. While astrologers (and, I’m tempted to say,
“Kairopractors” but I won’t) see a rainbow of colors in time, the dominant calendar of the West is
strictly magnolia.Kairological time has a different sense of movement compared to chronological
time. For a rough comparison, contrast an urban with a rural day. In cities, where time is most
chronological, you move into the future, facing forwards, your progress through the day is like an
arrow while the day of itself “stays still,” for time is not given by the day but is man-made,
culturally given, and defined by the working day or rush hours. In a rural place, days roll over the
horizon at you, round and gold as the sun, time moves towards you and is nature-given, defined
by sun or stars or rainstorms. In this more kairological time, the future comes towards you
(l’avenir, in French, expresses that, or “Christmas is coming”) and recedes behind you while you
may well stay still, standing in the present—the only place which is ever really anyone’s to stand
in. This experience of time, so unlike the urban, is one reason why the countryside, and access
to it, is so vital in overurbanized societies; it offers a kinder time.Kind but fluky. If chronological
time is like worldwide suburbia, kairological time is the genius loci, the spirit of that particular
moment. Kairological time is far richer—far trickier—a concept; time enlivened and various, time
as elastic and fertile as an ovulatory cascade.The Balinese calendar reflects the distinct and
particular character of time: “it doesn’t tell what time it is, but rather what kind of time it is,”
according to Cottle and Klineberg in The Present of Things Future. The San Bushmen of the
Kalahari do not live by Chronos but by Kairos. They do not schedule when to hunt, but rather
“wait for the moment to be lucky,” reading and assessing animal patterns, spontaneously and
sensitively using the “right” time. Beginning with the question “Why do rituals never begin on
time?” Renato Rosaldo writes of the Ilongot people of the Philippines and their sense of timing
as variable and indeterminate, optional and unpredictable, and considers it creates a situation
where creativity and improvisation, flexibility, fluidity and responsiveness can flourish. “Social
unpredictability has its distinctive tempo, and it permits people to develop timing, coordination,
and a knack for responding to contingencies. These qualities constitute social grace, which in
turn enables an attentive and gifted person to enjoy and be effective in the interpersonal politics
of everyday life.” Their sense of time emphasizes “the tempo and rhythms that shape the dance
of life.”Writers on hunter-gatherer life have evoked a subtle, graceful picture of kairological time.
Elman Service comments on the unique, sporadic quality of hunter-gatherer time, rather than
the repetitive, numbered clock-time, and Hugh Brody, in Maps & Dreams, writes of the way
hunting decisions are taken among the Athapaskan people of British Columbia: “some of the
most important variables are subtle, elusive, and extremely hard or impossible to assess with
finality . . . To make a good, wise, sensible hunting choice is to accept the interconnection of all
possible factors . . . Planning, as other cultures understand the notion, is at odds with this kind of
sensitivity and would confound such flexibility. The hunter, alive to constant movements of



nature, spirits, and human moods, maintains a way of doing things that repudiates a firm plan
and any precise or specified understanding with others of what he is going to do. His course of
action is not, must not be, a matter of predetermination.”In kairological time you have the cursive,
oceanic ebb and flow of thought, music, images and the moment of sudden artistic insight. Not
surprisingly, artists of all colors have long contested the hegemony of dominant, chronological
clock-time. Take Messiaen’s 1960 orchestral piece Chronocromie (Time Coloring), for instance.
Toni Morrison comments, “Time is layered, not linear, because that is the mind’s experience.”
Virginia Woolf, whose characters move in an element of time rather than space, was sensitive to
the difference between clock-time and time itself and also aware of the watery nature of time, its
ocean- and river-symbols. In her appropriately waterful novel The Waves, one character
comments on the exterior experience of clock-time thatit is a mistake, this extreme precision,
this orderly and military progress; a convenience, a lie. There is always deep below it, even when
we arrive punctually at the appointed time with our white waistcoats and polite formalities, a
rushing stream of broken dreams, nursery rhymes, street cries, half-finished sentences and
sights—elm trees, willow trees, gardeners sweeping, women writing—that rise and
sink . . .James Joyce’s Ulysses and Finnegans Wake are full-fathom fantasies of time, the former
expanding a day to a book and the latter mining the moment of language by splitting the very
syllable in puns. Since in the human mind time has such affinities with water, it is hardly
surprising that work so connected to time should be so liquid, so riverine. Finnegans Wake
begins and ends with the archetypal river which is time itself running to the seas: the book’s last
sentence runs back into the first, like the cycle of rain to river to sea. Round, wet time, in
opposition to the dominant, linear, dry time of clocks and calendars.Recently, Dublin authorities
—who did not understand their Joyce—sank a digital clock, which was supposed to count down
to the millennium, underwater in the river Liffey. The river, with a far deeper sense of the fullness
of time than the authorities, rejected this digital nought, and the clock broke down repeatedly.
For if by worldwide imagery time is a river then the clock is merely a mechanical pretender.But
when modern society, in its valuations of time and money, in its media and in its neuroses, in its
gridded screen diaries, on the radio, in its financial centers and its mind-set, is so preoccupied
with the now: what is it anyway? What is this “present moment” which atomic clocks (don’t)
define, but which children are born knowing? “What is love?” asked Shakespeare, “tis not
hereafter; Present mirth hath present laughter.” It’s an unparalleled expression of the fullness of
the present, the now. “Only a man who lives not in time but in the present is happy,” commented
Wittgenstein. Vive al dia, the Spanish say: seize the moment or live up today. Eastern religions
speak of using the now in the fullest sense, as the gateway to “eternity.” The true Sufi is called
the “son of the moment.” According to Zen master Dogen, “It is believed by most that time
passes; in actual fact it stays where it is.” Korean American writer Younghill Kang in East Goes
West, 1937, writes: “And speaking with an Asian’s natural bias, it seems to me it is wrong to say,
time passes. Time never passes. We say that it does, as long as we have a clock to calculate it
for us. The two hands go, the iron tongue tells hours, we sense the experience of our own



duration . . . we are illusioned. It is not time that passes, but ourselves. Time is always there . . . as 
long as there is life to use it. Only if no life existed, there would be no time. Time was because life
was . . .”“No day and night here, mate. No asleep, no awake. No dreams, no reality. No past, no
future. It’s a continuum: Huaorani time. It’s all right now,” Joe Kane quotes in Savages.Czech poet
Miroslav Holub recounts his pleasure on finding that, according to experimental psychology, the
present moment lasts three seconds in the human mind. “In this sense, our ego lasts three
seconds. Everything else is either hope or an embarrassing incident. Usually both.”The Science
section of the New York Times recently ran a long article on the idea that time could be merely a
“psychological illusion important only to humans, not to physics.” And physicist Julian Barbour
has suggested time is nothing more than a product of human perception. There is no past and
no future. Time and motion are nothing more than illusions. Every moment exists forever: and
there are numberless Nows, all of which last forever. “Each instant we live is, in essence,
eternal.” Interestingly this seems presaged by Dogen when he says: “In this world there are
millions of objects and each one is, respectively, the entire world . . . As there is no other time
than this, every time-being is the whole of time: one blade of grass, every single object is time.
Each point of time includes every being and every world.” And he also says: “In essence, all
things in the entire world are linked with one another as moments.”Now is just a little, bare,
empty word in English, just a scrap between an ancient buried past and a starry future. In
French, though, you have maintenant—richly expressively, time now, at hand, meaning
etymologically “held in the hand.” The essayist Montaigne embodies a full-to-the-brim sense of
now, handfuls of maintenant. He had an almost unrivaled sense of his life leading up to the
fullness of the present, with a depth and a rounding out to eternity. To fill out the now, he would
“remplir son maintenant. ”William Blake’s image, “Hold Infinity in the palm of your hand And
Eternity in an hour,” also illustrates the fullness of now so present to the senses—the moment “at
hand.” Blake, who understood time’s ocean-fullness, made a savage engraving of Newton,
responsible for such rigid and false definitions of time. Newton is seated on a rock in the ocean,
with a pair of dividers. He sees nothing of the ocean, of time itself, he merely stares in blind fixity,
the dry-eyed divider, dividing time, into mere mathematical ratios and at a stroke emptying it of
quality and distinctiveness.Newton was the expert who defined time. Benjamin Franklin’s
definition that time is money, has been bought—on tick-tock—ever since. From the first calendar-
makers to today’s cesium-atomists, we have been persuaded that experts know the time, but the
result is that though modernity knows the time down to its silliest split second, it does not know
time at all, does not know time as if people mattered, or as if time itself did.The West has been
lied to about time for too long: the mean and nasty definitions offered by Franklin or Newton or
the National Bureau of Standards, the dry little sums in sand, the caesium accountants’ gridded
clocks. Dürer’s gridded screen but not the nude behind it. These definitions know nothing about
time, nothing about the present, the now.The French philosopher Henri Bergson—who greatly
influenced Proust—understood the sublime importance of the present moment (“Time is
creation or it is nothing at all”) and lived durations are not simply intervals but are the “very stuff



of reality.” The sense of durée (duration) is to him a source of freedom. Protesting against the
fragmentation and repressiveness of mechanistic time, he argued for a qualitative sense of time
and in watery images, he defines duration as something to be plunged into, and time, he argued,
was an indivisible flow of experience—not for him the nanosecond. Jean-Jacques Rousseau
had a similar experience of the present moment on an island—surrounded by water, by the
oceans of time. (“I have always loved the water passionately,” he wrote.) He described his
waterful experience of time, by a lake or by a brook, in a river-reverie thus: a state “in which the
present lasts forever without, however, making its duration noticed and without any trace of
time’s passage.” Rousseau, detester of commanding clocks, lover of freedom, water and of time
itself, knowing that the clock is the opposite of time, refused to wear a watch. In “Tiempo sin
tiempo,” Uruguayan poet Mario Benedetti writes of his yearning for unclocked, unhasty watery
time, “tiempo sin recato y sin reloj” (time without restraint and without a watch) “tiempo para
chapotear unas horas en la vida” (time to splash about a few hours in my life).Modernity’s
definitions of time, time-accountancy, the digital clock with its flip blip for the flitting split second—
the same split second—is a thing of no moment. When it comes to defining time, only the
oceanic need apply. Time is simply too exquisite to be entrusted to anyone else. Only the
oceanic, the Montaignes or Joyces, Shakespeares or Rousseaus, Eastern philosophers or
children. They know their now, they know the really wild vibe of the present is this; now is the
only time when the moment can meet the eternal—and they know that moment is momentous.
Now is “the instant,” etymologically “standing on” the shoreline of time, one toe in the tidal
present, one toe in the ocean’s deep—and full—forever, the poise of pure potential. Here, with
the child on the shore, at the brinkful rim of events—where the Moment is not the opposite of the
Eternal but its only possible realization—is where time happens and every watch which thinks it
tells the time should be taken off, flung into the sea, into the ocean, into the waters of time
itself.Drown your watch.2 • F.FWD.THE TROUSER-ARROW OF SPEEDIt is better to have
loafed and lost than never to have loafed at all.—JAMES THURBERTake the cow. It can be hard
to understand the deification of the cow in Indian villages. But pause. In westernized Delhi or
Bombay, amid the fizzing pandemonium of the fast lane, watch the awesome cow, in awesome
slowness, chew. Then you know.Speed is something of a holy cow to modern westernized
cultures. On the international foreign exchange markets, up to $290 million can be turned over in
little more than a minute. News media can communicate events all but instantaneously.
Computers can perform 307 gigaflops per second. Speed hustles everything, from microwave
ovens, fast food, Polaroid cameras and the quickie divorce to the Western cow itself, bred to
accelerate milk yields. In Delaware, speed is used to celebrate Halloween in Punkin Chunkin, a
race using superguns to fire pumpkins faster than anyone else. In Florida, Texas and California
you will find drive-thru funeral parlors, the corpse behind a glass screen for you to drive past, so
you can view the dead faster—a phenomenon which gives a whole new meaning to the phrase
“the quick and the dead.” (The phrase “drive-thru” is itself a speeded-up term.) In New Jersey
you will find a church which offers a fast-track prayer service, with a speeded-up sermon, quick



hymn and a rapid prayer, aiming to run at less than twenty-two minutes.Professional drivers at
Britain’s Brands Hatch race course articulate one attraction of speed: control. “Being on the
ragged edge of control is exciting because you’re not far away from the ultimate of not being in
control.” In racing terms, this is never truer than at the approach to corners, when the G-force of
gravity seems to swerve, frighteningly, right at you.The attraction of speed is only partly the
exhilaration of acceleration; it has much to do with competition, with overtaking. One Californian
management consultant, an expert on time-based competition, says “Be fast or be last.” (You
snooze—you lose.) The thrill is not in going fast, but in going faster than the rest. This excitement
is not recognized by all societies; to the Kabyle people of Algeria, and many others, speed is
considered both indecorous and demonically overcompetitive. (The Kabyle refer to the clock as
the “devil’s mill.”) Dorothy Lee, in Freedom and Culture, writes: “For the Greek traditionally, to
work against time, to hurry, is to forfeit freedom. His term for hurry means, originally, to coerce
oneself.” One anthropologist describes organizing sports for Australian Aboriginal children, but
the children so disliked “disgracing” others by outrunning them that the faster runners would
deliberately slow down for the others. In Brazil, the Xavante people have a ritual which involves
two sets of people carrying two heavy logs, looking, to Western eyes, much like a race: however
if one group falls behind, the other will slow down for them. To ask who “won” is a baffling
question to the Xavante; for this is not a race but an act of beauty, an aesthetic event with no
competitive component. You cannot ask who won a ballet; nor can you here. No overtaking.But
in the West overtaking is a cultural emblem. In global financial terms, the kick is not just for a
company to be wealthy, but to be wealthier than its competitors, streamlined, like a car, to
overtake. Products, too, are designed to overtake, to supersede previous models, and to do so
more and more quickly. In the recording industry, 78s were in pole position for 61 years, LPs for
26 years, cassettes for seven, and CDs, so far, for eight. But the overtaker, the new mini-disc, is
already revving up to pass them (marketers hope) fast. Language, too, is driven faster and faster,
markets become supermarkets become hypermarkets. From text to hypertext, words are
pressed not to supersede but to hypersede themselves.According to a Harvard researcher, the
average block of uninterrupted speech on television by presidential candidates in 1968 was 42.3
seconds. By 1988 it was 9.8 seconds. Robinson’s Americans’ Use of Time Project showed that
in 1965, twenty-five percent of Americans said they felt hurried. By 1975, twenty-eight percent
said so. By 1985, thirty-two percent felt rushed all the time and in 1992 the figure was at thirty-
eight percent. The percentage of the rushed has grown, and has grown faster and faster.One
consumer desire overtakes another. Consumerism’s drug-like hallucinations of happiness rely
on the fact that once needs are met, desires must be aggrandized. Faster and faster rates of
acquisition of unnecessary products and their fast disposal feeds, first, manufacturing industry,
then landfill sites. Bulimia is indeed a disease of today; consumer society speedily scarfs food
beyond need, reaches for the laxatives and speedily excretes. Speed diets are still popular
despite being notoriously unsuccessful. Lose your tummy in thirty days on a crash diet. (Speed
and crashes, of course, go together well.) In other ways the body’s time is speeded up—two



immensely influential childbirth experts in Dublin write, approvingly, that “Prolonged labour, in
this hospital, was defined as 36 hours in 1963, reduced to 24 hours in 1968 and, finally, to 12
hours in 1972.”Artists are rapidly overtaking their predecessors in the speed of their production.
While the old masters could take years over one work, in the 1960s Andy Warhol was asserting
that any painting which takes longer than five minutes to make is a bad painting, and in 1995
Damien Hirst was “creating” art in 90 seconds—signing cigarette butts. Fast food is getting
faster: five McDonald’s restaurants in California have a system which allows motorists to zip
through drive-thrus on toll roads and be billed later. The system, boasts McDonald’s, cuts fifteen
seconds off the normal 131-second wait. Also in the U.S., “Speedpasses” are offered at gas
stations, so customers’ credit cards are charged automatically. There is a “Speedcook” oven so
cookies take only four and a half minutes to bake. For those for whom the sun is too slow, or too
annoyingly seasonal, you can buy an “Endless Summer” colorizing lotion which gives you a tan
in thirty minutes, any time of year.In today’s socially competitive—overtaking—world, even
clothes are at it. From the 1930s the language of speed permeated advertisements for both cars
and clothes; one advertiser spoke of garments “which actually streamline the figure.” There are
quick clothes and slow clothes. Quick ones have sharp lines; most suits and all uniforms are fast,
creases ironed to streamline the wearer like a car, company or an economy, to overtake
competitors. Slow clothes are for the uncompetitive; baggy jumpers and wafty, billowy clothes,
hippy-go-slow clothes on whoa Goa-time. As Western men set the pace of this competitiveness
across the world, so it is the Western male’s quick sharp suit which dominates the dress codes
of those in the overtaking lanes of the world.The Oxford English Dictionary gives various old
meanings for speed ranging across “abundance,” “good fortune,” “assistance” and “help.” Speed
does, of course, represent the rate of happening; slow or fast. In common usage today, though, it
almost exclusively refers to quickness. Speed also once meant success, and today success is
indeed defined by speed. To come first in today’s society, those in the overtaking lane need fast
drugs not slow ones; take caffeine, cocaine, Prozac or speed, which will all pace you up to a
crueler competitiveness. Prozac, the überdrug of modernity, often makes its users ruthlessly
ambitious, speeding past those on the uncompetitive “grass” verges. Prozac is taken for
depression and the bereaved are sometimes prescribed it to hurry the stages of grief. It is as if
emotional depression—like its financial counterpart—is so unacceptable because it “slows”
down a person or an economy. When Gorbachev began the westernization of Russia, he
promulgated three main ideas, two of which—perestroika (reconstruction) and glasnost
(openness)—became famous. The third was uskorenie—acceleration. Under Gorbachev, the
preceding reign of Brezhnev was officially known as “the era of stagnation.”
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Bugs, “Cultural Comparisons on Perspectives and Meaning of Time. Jay Griffiths has definitely
got a "sideways" take on time- for comparison, it touches lightly on Western culture's since of
time- basically, time is money and on to native cultures who don't have much need for exact
chronological time. In the Introduction that can be seen in the "Look Inside" feature here at
amazon, Griffiths warns the prospective reader that this is a cultural trip through the concept of
time and if one is more interested in the physics, chronological or Western concept of time, they
might not be interested in this book. Either way, I think everybody would enjoy Griffiths' variations
on time- how about "woman's time" for instance? No time to waste?- why not? It could be
productive.Over-all, "Sideways" is a totally different take on the conventional concept of time and
is heavily influenced by native culture's since of time and space. A very eye-opening and
engaging read.”

MK, “Wonderfully modern. As with most things that we read, our reception to a work is governed
in advance by the attitude we take toward it. If I pick up a novel by John Grisham I don't expect to
find a long treatise about the philosophy of law; if I pick up Ronald Dworkin, I don't expect to be
told a good story. Neither should I really expect Dworkin to be a storyteller; if I expect a good
story from him, I don't really have the right to be disappointed when he doesn't deliver.Griffths is
not really a theorist or a philosopher: she's a writer. Granted, the distinction nowdays between
philosophers and (literary) writers is blurred, but the point is that there's no reason to expect
Griffths to give us something in the way of a well-reasoned and argued thesis. This is for two
reasons. The first and most obvious is that "A Sideways Look at Time" is not meant to be an
academic treatise. Sure it's got a bibliography and an index, which you wouldn't find in most
novels, but to say that Griffths is arguing a 'thesis' is, I think, inaccurate. Sure she has a
fundamental point she wants to get across, but it's nothing like a 'thesis' in any strict sense of the
word. Griffths is more like a novelist, essayist, or critic.On the other hand, Griffths' style is a
direct result of her feminism, for which she has been criticized by many reviews on Amazon.
Whatever one might think about feminism, as with anything else, a proper understanding of it
would seem to be necessary before rejecting it out of hand.As I granted before, Griffths is not a
theorist. She seems to show no real or deep interest in feminist theory, particularly in such cases
that are obviously related to her own viewpoint such as the 'women's time' of Julia Kristeva (who
is not mentioned in Griffths' book), the 'wild zone' of Elaine Showalter, or, what is even closer to
Griffths herself, the writings of Helene Cixous. Her bibliography lists some dubious sources, but
Griffths' work has close affinities with many of these kinds of writers.For one, feminist theory
makes a very clear distinction between terms like "feminine", "female", "woman", and even
"feminism" and "gynocentrism". Feminist theory (unless you're got severe pathological issues
like Valerie Solanas) is not about 'male-bashing'. If people like Griffths are critical of "masculine
logic" or "patriarchal systems", this has less to do with the physical domination of (biological)



women by men than with a certain way of looking at various aspects of language, thought, and
behavior. For better or worse, feminist theorists (at least a lot of them) are standing on the
shoulders of the work done by Derrida whose critique of "logocentrism" has been appropriated
by feminists as "phallologocentrism". This is, I think, a ridiculous word, but essentially the point is
that the "patriarchal system" is less about physical or political domination by men (i.e., it's not
just a matter of electing a woman president), but the way in which we use language and in the
way we think. The rigorous logical form of academic essays, for example, where one's thoughts
are controlled by being manipulated into a particular form (introduction, thesis statement,
supporting paragraph #1, etc) is a "masculine" use of language. This is more obviously true of
things like Aristotelian categorical logic or modern symbolic logic. "Masculine" language is a
language of control and domination in the sense that "control" is a generally masculine trait. A
"feminine" practice of writing (a la Cixous) is one that resists trying to 'control' language.
"Feminine" writing is not necessarily about women, and neither is it necessarily about bashing
men: it's about a certain way or style of writing. Read someone like Rachel Blau DuPlessis or
perhaps Collette (or Griffths for that matter) and you'll see an example of a "feminine" style of
writing. Now, most feminist theorists would probably say that Griffths is not the best feminine
writer, but what I'm trying to get at is that her style is part of her point, and if you're going to
praise her point while denigrating her style, it's not apparent to me that you really understood her
point in the first place. The repetition, the lack of usual logical form, and so on, are deliberate
attempts to let "language speak" instead of the author "speaking language".(Incidentally, I
should say that I've been describing SOME aspects of feminist theory. There are a lot of women
writers and feminists who think this is all silly (Ruth Barcan Marcus and Martha Nussbaum come
first to mind), but they have taken the time to take postmodern feminism seriously enough to
have intelligent reasons for disliking it other than the fact it's "outmoded male-bashing".)That
being said, I don't want to make it sound as if I'm trying to say this is the greatest thing ever
written. But I think Griffths effectively does what she set out to do: i.e., to make her readers re-
think certain ideas and preconceptions about time that are essentially constraining for men and
women alike, because time is not, really, a masculine or feminine matter but a quintessentially
human one. A more philosophically fruitful way to think about Griffths and the formal aspects of
her work (e.g., her style) in relation to her point about time is actually not so much as a feminist
work, but rather as one that has interesting affinities to the philosopher Henri Bergson and his
conceptions of mathematical and real time (duration or duree).”

Ebook Library Reader, “Poetry. Not a word wasted. Like reading poetry. Clever and thought
provoking. A gifted writer. Just throw your watch away.”

The book by Jay Griffiths has a rating of  5 out of 4.0. 25 people have provided feedback.
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